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The projection
projection moire
moire technique
technique affords
affords an
an accurate
accurate method
method of
Abstract. The
of
measuring the geometry of the necked
necked region in
in aa tensile
tensile specimen.
specimen. CorrecCorrections to the measured stress, necessary to
introduced
tions
to account
account for
for the
the triaxiality
triaxiality introduced
by
specimen at
by the
the neck,
neck, require
require values
values for
for the
the radius
radius of curvature of the specimen
at the
the
minimum
section. The
fringes resulting
resulting from
from the
theinterference
interference
minimum section.
The spacing
spacing of
of fringes
between a grating projected
projected on the specimen
specimen surface
surface and
and aa master
master grating
grating not
not
provide information
information which permits
permits calculation
calculation of
of the
the radius
radius but
but also
also
only provide
demonstrates any
from plastic
plastic deformation.
deformation.
demonstrates
any changes
changes in
in symmetry
symmetry resulting from
Results obtained by testing
testing specimens of copper and
and mild steel
steel having
having initially
straight and
and initially
initiallycurved
curved profiles
profiles indicate
indicatethat
thatBridgman's
Bridgman'sapproach
approachprovides
provides
straight
aa self-consistent
comparison of incremental
incremental
self- consistent correction
correction for
for triaxiality.
triaxiality. However, comparison
continuous tests
tests indicates
indicates that
that the
the development
development of
of neck
neck geometry
geometry
tests with continuous
may
rate.
may be
be sensitive
sensitive to
to the strain rate.
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the
across the
cross section
the neck;
neck; 2)
2) the
the stress
stressdistribution
distribution across
the minimum cross
section
changes
state of
of stress
stress to
changesfrom
from aa uniform,
uniform, uniaxial state
to a
a nonuniform,
multiaxial state
state of stress.
stress. A correction for
for the
the cross
cross section
section of the
the
deforming
region requires
requires only
onlyan
an instantaneous
instantaneous measurement,
measurement, but
deforming region
correction
triaxiality of
ofthe
the stress
stress distribution introduced
introduced by the
correction for
for triaxiality
neck
may
neck demands
demandsmore
morecareful
carefulanalysis.
analysis.Additional
Additional complications may
anisotropycauses
causes the specimen shape
arise if
if plastic anisotropy
shapeto
to deviate
deviatefrom
from its
initial axisymmetry.
axisymmetry.
approaches have
have been
been used
used to correct stress
stress-strain
Two approaches
-straindata
data for
for
necking.
ofthe
the neck
neck by machining
necking. Direct methods rely on elimination
elimination of
or cold working
working specimens
specimens at
at various
various stages
stagesof
of the
the test
testafter
after flow
flow
localization
has occurred.1
occurred. 1 "-33 Indirect
measurements utilize
localization has
Indirect measurements
utilize analytical
expressions
expressions related
related to
to the shape
shape of
of the
the specimen
specimento
tocorrect
correct the
theapparapparent
7 All
indirect methods
methods require
require simultaneous
simultaneous
ent stress
stressfor
fortriaxiality.4"
triaxiality.4 -7
All indirect
measurements
measurements of
of the
thedimensions
dimensions of
of the
theminimum
minimum cross section
section normal
normal
to the loading axis and
and R,
R, the
the radius
radius of
ofcurvature
curvature ofofthe
thespecimen
specimen
profile measured at
at the
theminimum
minimum section. The most widely used
used method,
method,
suggested
axisymmetric specimen
specimen
suggestedby
by Bridgman,6
Bridgman,6 states
statesthat
that for
for an axisymmetric

1.
1. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

at
= aa{{[1
(R/2a)]
fa [1
[l ++ (a
(a/2R)]}~
at =
[1 ++(R/
2a)] Zn
/2R)] }-1

Uniaxial
tensile tests
Uniaxial tensile
testsof
ofductile
ductilematerials
materials often
often exhibit
exhibit aa period
period of flow
flow
localization, called "necking,"
priortotofracture
fractureofofthe
"necking, "prior
thespecimen.
specimen. Because
Because
of this phenomenon,
phenomenon, aa specimen
uniform gauge
gauge
specimenhaving
havingan
an initially
initially uniform
section,
develops a locally
locally reduced
section, such
suchas
asaaright
right circular
circular cylinder, develops
reduced
cross section,
introduces
cross
section, which
which decreases
decreasesininsize
sizeuntil
untilfailure.
failure. Necking introduces
two important
considerations into
into the
the analysis
analysis of
of tensile deformation:
important considerations
1) the
decreases from
1)
thevolume
volume of
of the
thedeforming
deforming region decreases
from that
that of the entire
entire
gauge section
gauge
sectiontotoaasmaller,
smaller,generally
generallyunknown
unknownvalue
valueininthe
thevicinity
vicinity of
of

where at isis the
trueaxial
axialstress
stressand
andaaisis the
the measured
the corrected
corrected uniform
uniform true
true axial
axial stress
stress on the minimum
minimumcross
crosssection,
section, respectively;
respectively; aa reprerepresents
sentsthe
theradius
radius of
of the
theminimum
minimum cross
-sectionaldimension.
dimension. An
An extenextencross-sectional
sion
special cases
cases of nonaxisymmetry
nonaxisymmetry has
has been
been proposed
proposed by
by
sion to special
Eisenberg.7
Eisenberg.?
Obtaining accurate
accurate experimental
presents aa difficult
experimental values
values of R presents
difficult
problem. Most
Most techniques
techniques rely
rely on
onincremental
incrementaltests,
tests, between
between which
which
measurements
by optical8
optical8orormechanical
mechanicalmethods.2.3,6,9
methods.2' 3' 6' 9
measurements are
are made
made by
Continuous
measurements require
an incremental
incremental
Continuous measurements
require calibration
calibration with an
technique
ensure accuracy.
10 Finally,
choice of
of an
an appropriate
appropriate
technique to
to ensure
accuracy.'°
Finally, choice
analytical
requires detailed
analytical correction requires
detailed knowledge
knowledgeof
of the
theevolution
evolutionof
of
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specimen
Specimen

Projected
grid

lide
Projector

Fig. 2. Image
Image of
of aa specimen:
specimen: a)
a) without
reference grid;
grid; b)
b) with
withreference
reference
Fig.
without reference
grid.

Carera

Reference

grid

Projection
axi s

Viewing
Viewing axis
axis
Fig.
Schematic diagram
diagram of
of the
the projection
projection moire
Fig. 1.
1. Schematic
moire apparatus.
apparatus.

specimen shape
the specimen
shape during the test.
The present work describes
describes an
an application
application of the projection moire
technique to determine R and to
to verify
verify axial
axial symmetry.
symmetry. This
This proceprocedure offers aa powerful
powerful method
method of
of obtaining
obtaining measurements
measurements required for
analytical corrections and for quantitative
quantitative measurements
measurements of
of the
the specspecimen shape.

2.
2, PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLES OF
OF MEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT
2.1.
2.1. Projection
Projection moire
moire method
method
The projection moire method is
modification of
is a modification
of the
the shadow
shadow moire
moire
method. Shadow moire requires the grating to
to be
be at least
least as large as
surface being
the surface
being studied,
studied, making
making it inconvenient
inconvenient for large structures. Projection moire
moire overcomes
overcomes this limitation by
by projecting
projecting an
image of aa grid
grid on the surface being
being studied, using a slide projector.
This method is, therefore, capable of handling both
both large
large and
and small
small
structures.
The projection moire method discussed here is
is aa single
singleprojector,
projector,
single
single exposure
exposure method. A
projector projects
A slide projector
projectsan
animage
imageof
ofaa grid
grid
on the specimen
specimen surface.
surface. A
A camera
camera then
then forms an image
image of
of the
the
specimen on
on aa second
second grid,
grid, the
the reference
grid. Photographic film
specimen
reference grid.
mounted against the
used to record the final image.
the reference
reference grid is used
Figure 11 shows
shows the
the schematic
schematic drawing
drawing of
of the
the projection
projection moire setup.
Moire fringes are seen
seen on the final image of the specimen, as shown
in Fig. 2.
in
others.11 ' -16
Projection moire has been extensively investigated by others.
~ 16
The approach to the derivations in this paper
paper is
is substantially
substantially differdifferent from that in other analyses. However,
consistant
However, the
the results
results "are
"are consistant
with previous investigations.

Fig.
Relation between
between neck
neck profile radius
radius R, spacing
spacing of isostathmic
Fig. 3.
3. Relation
isostathmic
planes 6<5 and the distances h1
h-, and
and rfe
h2of
ofthe
thefirst
first two
two moire
rnoire fringes from
from the
the
minimum cross
cross section.
section.
minimum

the specimen
specimen surface.
and the
surface.
if
If the pitches
pitches of the
the grids
grids are
are small
small compared
compared to the distances of
projector from
from the
thespecimen,
specimen, these
these surfaces
surfaces can
can be
be
the camera and projector
approximated as
as aa set
set of
ofequally
equally spaced
approximated
spaced parallel
parallel planes,
planes, the
the spacing
spacing
between which is given by

2.2. Theory
method
2.2.
Theory of the method

PlP2
Pi
P2

Clave
17 showed
showed that the
Clave"
the moire
moire fringes
fringes are the
the intersection
intersection lines
lines
between a set of surfaces given
given by
by an
an equation of
of the
the form*
form*

6d ==

Ax2 + By2 + Cxy + Dx + Ey + F =
Ax2+By2+Cxy+Dx+Ey+F
= 00

where 86 equals
spacing between
between planes,
and p2
p2 represent
where
equals the
the spacing
planes, p,
pi and
represent
pitches of the projected
projected and
and reference
reference gratings
gratings at
at the
pitches
the specimen
specimen

(2)

*Derivation of equations used
comprises Appendix
Appendix A.
*Derivation
used in this section
section comprises
A.

1/2
p2 +P2
+ p2 - 2pi p2cosal2

(3)
(3)

is the angle between projection and viewing
surface, and aa is
viewing axes. The
effective pitches P]
p2 depend
effective
pl and p2
depend on
on the
the pitches
pitches of the
the projected
projected and
and
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camera lenses,
lenses, and
reference grids, the focal lengths of projector
projector and camera
and
the distances of the lenses from the specimen.
specimen.
The above
assume the grid lines
lines to be
be parallel.
The
above equations
equations assume
parallel. Any
Any
rotation of one grid with respect to the
the other
otherchanges
changes the
the value
value of
ofS,
<5,
sensitivity of
The sensitivity
sensitivity of
of the
the measuremeasurethe sensitivity
of the
the instrument. The
ments, therefore,
dimensions of the
ments,
therefore, depends
depends on the actual physical dimensions
the
optical setup, specifically the pitches of the grids, the angle between
and viewing
viewing axes.
them, and the angle between the projection and
2.3.
2.3. Measurement of profile radius
curvature, the
the specimen
specimen forms the
To measure the profile radius of curvature,
the
The curved
curved surface
surface of the
target of the projection moire apparatus. The
specimen intersects
specimen
intersects several
several of
of the
the parallel
parallel planes
planes resulting
resulting in
in moire
moire
fringes as
Fig. 2(b).
2(b). Approximating
Approximating the
the
fringes
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
the profile
profile of
of the
specimen at
specimen
at the
the minimum
minimum cross
cross section
section by
by an
an arc of
of aa circle,
circle, the
the
geometry illustrated in
in Fig.
Fig. 33 gives
gives

_

v, - hZ
h2~
hu i
hZ
2
1

26

a

(4)

h2 are
fringes from
where hj
hl and h2
are the distances of the first two moire fringes
section.
the minimum cross section.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
3. EXPERIMENTAL
3.1.
3.1. Apparatus
The
consisted of two Ronchi
The moire
moire optical
optical apparatus consisted
Ronchi rulings,
rulings, a
Beseler Slide
Beseler
Slide King
King 31/4
31/4 in.
in.X4
X4 in.
in. lantern
lantern slide
slide projector,
projector, and aa
bellows
bellows type
type Area
Arca Swiss
Swisscamera
cameramounted
mountedon
on aa rack
rack and
and pinion
pinion so
so
both lens and ground glass
glass screen
screen could
could be
be moved
moved independently.
independently.
Pictures were
55 film using a Polaroid
Polaroid 545
545
Pictures
were taken
taken on
on Polaroid PN 55
film holder mounted between
between the
the ground
ground glass
glass screen
screen of
of the
the
Land film
camera and the reference
reference grid.
grid. The projected grid had 200
lines per
per
200 lines
inch. The reference
reference grid
grid could
could be
be changed
changed depending
depending on the sensitivity required.
3.2.
Calibration of the instrument
3.2. Calibration
The sensitivity
sensitivity of
of the
the instrument
instrument can be determined using
p,
using Eq.
Eq. (3)
(3) if pj,
P2
calibration isis also
also possible
possible by
pz,, and
and a are known. An experimental calibration
observing the
the moire
moire fringe
fringe pattern
pattern on specimens of known
known shape.
shape. The
latter procedure was
was adopted.
specimen shaped as
The moire fringe
fringe pattern on a specimen
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 4
was
was used
used to
to calibrate
calibrate the
the instrument.
instrument. If
If the
the diameters
diameters aa and
and bb of the
the
specimen
tapered zone
zone are known and the
specimenatat the
the two
two ends
ends of
of the
the tapered
the
number of fringes N
the sensitivity
sensitivity is simply
N in
in this
this region
region are
are counted, the
6 =
=

b-a
b -a
2N

(5)

For the example
example illustrated
illustrated in
in Fig.
Fig. 4,
4, the
the diameters
diameters aa and b were
were
0.599 and 1.191
1.191 cm
17 fringes
0.599
cm respectively,
respectively, and
and 17
fringes were
were counted on the
the
specimen.
specimen. This
This gave
gave an
an experimental
experimental value of S8 = 0.01741
0.01741 cm, which
10% higher than the sensitivity calculated from Eq. (3). the
was about 10%
discussed in
in Sec.
Sec. 5.1.
reasons for this are discussed
5.1.
3.3.
3.3. Procedure
Incremental
two materials,
materials, cornIncremental tension
tension tests
tests were
were performed
performed on two
comcopper and
and mild
mild steel
steel (0.05%
(0.05% C) on a 10,000
10,000 Ib
mercially pure copper
lb Instron
Instron
machine. Figure 5 shows
shows the two
two types
types of
ofspecimens
testing machine.
specimens used:
used:
straight specimens with a uniform
initial cross
cross section
section and
straight
uniform initial
and specimens
specimens
with an initial
initial curved
with
curved profile
profile machined
machined in them. Table II lists
lists the
the
specimens tested.
The specimens
specimens were
were pulled
pulled at
at aa constant crosshead
crosshead speed
speed of
of 0.05
0.05
in./min.
strip chart
chart recorder.
recorder. Tests
in.
/min. Load
Load was
was recorded
recorded on a strip
Tests were
were
stages to measure the diameter at the
interrupted at different stages
the minminimum cross
the case
imum
cross section
section using
using vernier
vernier calipers.
calipers. In the
case of
of necked
necked
specimens, i.e.,
specimens,
i.e., specimens
specimens in
in which
which the
the cross
cross section was not uniuniform, they were
were removed
removed from
from the
the testing
testing machine
machine and
and mounted
mounted on

Fig. 4.
Calibration specimen.
specimen.
Fig.
4. Calibration

TABLE I. Specimens Tested
Material

Specimen no.
no.

Initial
cross-section
Initial cross
-section
diameter (cm)

A
B
C

1.27
1.27
1.25

11.15
5.84

1
1
2
3

0.980
0.925
0.932

7.14
5.99

Copper

steel
Mild steel

profile
Initial profile
radius (cm)
(cm)
radius
00
00

oo
oo

apparatus to
to measure
measure the
the projection moire apparatus
the file
file radius. Figures
Figures 6
of the neck in the two types of specimens
and 7 show the growth of
specimens that
that
were tested.
Continuous tests were
were also conducted
conducted on
on samples
samples of
Continuous
of the
the two
two
for comparison
comparisonwith
with the
the interrupted
interruptedtests.
materials for
tests.Specimens
Specimenswere
were
constant true
trueplastic
plasticstrain
strainrate
rateofof0.05
0.05// sec
sec on the system
tested at a constant
described by Hartley and
and Jenkins.10
Jenkins. 10

4. RESULTS
RESULTS
4.
Figure 8
8 shows
shows the uncorrected flow
flow curves
curves of
Figure
of two
two copper
copper specispecimens,
B. Specimen B,
B, which
initial profile
profile radius of
mens, A
A and B.
which had an initial
11.15 cm,
stress than
than specimen
specimen A,
A, at
at all
11.15
cm, supported
supported a larger stress
all strains.
strains.
Figure 9 shows
of the three
three copper
copper specispecishows the corrected flow curves of
mens,
10 shows the corresponding
mens, and Fig. 10
corresponding curves
curves for
for the
the mild
mild steel
steel
specimens.
specimens. In
In each
each case
case the corrected flow
flow curves coincide.
coincide.
Figures 11
11 and
12 show the results of the continuous tests. A few
and 12
interruptedtests
testshave
have been
been marked
marked for
points from the interrupted
for comparison.
comparison.
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Fig.
7. Growth
Fig. 7.
Growth of
ofthe
theneck
neckin
in aa profiled
profiledspecimen
specimen (specimen
(specimen C). Pictures
were taken
taken at
at strains
strains of
of a)a)0.00;
0.00; b)
b)0.12;
0.12; c)
c) 0.16;
0.16; d)
d) 0.32;
0.32; e)
0.98; f) 1.47.
e] 0.98;

Fig.
5. Shapes
-sided
Fig. 5.
Shapes of the two
two types
typesofofspecimens
specimenstested:
tested:a)a)Straight
Straight-sided
uniform cross
(uniform
cross section)
section) specimen;
specimen; b)
b) Profiled (nonuniform
(nonuniform cross
cross section)
section)
specimen.

O Specimen A
Specimen B

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

True Strain

(e)

Fig.
of the
theneck
neckinina astraight
straight-sided
specimen (specimen
(specimen 1).
1).
Fig. 6.
6. Growth of
-sided specimen
Pictures were
d) 1
1.00;
were taken
taken at
at strains
strains of
of a)
a)0.45;
0.45; b)
b) 0.57;
0.57; c) 0.71;
0.71; d)
.00; e)
e) 1.23;
1.23;
f) 1.46 (at
(at fracture).

Fig.
8. Comparison
-sided
Fig. 8.
Comparison of the
the uncorrected
uncorrected flow
flow curves
curves ofofaastraight
straight-sided
specimen A and
B. Flow curve
specimen
and aa profiled specimen B.
curve of
of BB is
is higher.
higher.
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Fig.
Comparison between
between the flow
flow curves
curves obtained
obtained by a continuous
Fig. 11.
11. Comparison
continuous
test and
and interrupted tests for copper.
Fig. 9.
Corrected flow
flow curves
curves for
for copper
copper specimens
specimens A, B,
Fig.
9. Corrected
B, and
and C.
E 02
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0
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0
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Fig. 10.
Corrected flow
flow curves
curves for
formild
mildsteel
steelspecimens
Fig.
10. Corrected
specimens 1,
1, 2,
2. and
and 3.
3.

i
I
I
i
I
i
i
00 ————————————————————————
———————
0.
0.00
0.0
1.00 1.20
1.20 1.40
0.0 0.20
0.20 0.40 0.6 0.80 1.00
1.40
E 00
True Strain
Strain
True

The results of the
the two
two tests coincide
coincide for copper, while for mild steel
flow curve
lies below the curve
the flow
curve of
of the
the continuous test lies
curve for
for the
the
interrupted tests.
tests.
Figure 13
13 shows
Figure
shows the
the variation
variation of the neck profile
profile radius with
with
specimen B,
typical of all specimens
strain for specimen
B, aa behavior typical
with an
specimens with
initial
initial nonuniform
nonuniform cross
cross section.
section. The
The profile radius increased
increased and
decreased a few
few times
times in
in the
the initial
initial stages of the
the test.
test. Later, when flow
became
became localized,
localized, the
the radius
radius decreased
decreased continuously.
All copper
strain ee =— 22 in
copper specimens
specimens failed
failed at
at an
an apparent
apparent strain
(ao//af)
af)
£n(a0
= 2.4,
2.4, with
with ao
a0 and
and of
af representing
representing the diameters
diameters of
of the
the minimum
minimum
cross
at fracture
fracture (f),
cross section
section initially
initially (o)
(o) and
and at
(0, respectively.
respectively. They
They
exhibited a deep double-cup
double -cupfracture.
fracture. The steel
steel specimens
specimens failed
failed with
with
a cup
about 1.45.
1.45.
cup and
and cone
cone fracture
fracture at a strain of about

Fig.
between the flow
curves obtained by a
Fig. 12.
12. Comparison between
flow curves
continuous
a continuous
for mild
mild steel.
steel.
test and interrupted tests for

5.
DISCUSSION
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Calibration
Calibration
5.1.
The experimental value of the sensitivity 35 was found to be higher
calculated using
using Eq.
Eq. (3).
(3). One
One of
of the reasons
reasons for
for this is
than the value calculated
the approximations
used to
tosimplify
simplify the
the analysis.
analysis. The
The more
approximations used
more general
general
equation (Eq. (2) and Eq.
Eq. (A.6))
(A.6)) would yield
yield better values
values of 6.
8.
5.2.
5.2. Measurements on specimens
specimens
Application of the Bridgman
Bridgman correction
correction to
to the
the measured
measured stressApplication
stress curves of incrementally
incrementally tested
tested copper and
and steel
steel resulted
resulted in
in
strain curves
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specimen B.
Fig.
Fig. 13.
13. Variation of the neck profile radius
radius with
with strain for specimen
B.

specioriginal specithe original
of the
regardless of
material regardless
consistent results for each material
men profile.
profile. This
This result
result does
doesnot
not support
support the
the assumption
assumption underlying
self-consistent
yieldsselfthatit ityields
indicates that
merely indicates
but merely
correction but
the correction
consistent
led to aa
yielding in specimens having curved profiles led
results. Initial yielding
R
effective value of R
the effective
which the
in which
deformation in
period of uniform deformation
period
When
specimen. When
original specimen.
the original
into the
machined into
increased above
increased
above that machined
strain in
decreased with
flow localization
flow
localization began,
began, the
the value
value of
of R decreased
with strain
specimens.
straight specimens.
initially straight
for initially
as for
manner as
same manner
approximately the same
revealed
tests revealed
Comparison of incremental tests with continuous tests
that the variation of R with strain apparently depends on the strain
rate-sensitive
rate.
rate. The more rate
-sensitive steel
steelspecimens
specimensdid
didnot
not exhibit
exhibit the
the
tested
continuously tested
same correction
same
correction for incrementally loaded and continuously
rate-sensitive
while the less rate
material, while
-sensitivematerial,
material, copper,
copper, showed subthat
suggests that
This suggests
tests. This
of tests.
types of
both types
stantially the same results for both
strain-rate
for strain
account for
to account
modified to
be modified
must be
correction term must
the correction
the
-rate
sensitivity of the material.
sensitivity
of
Analysis of the
the fringe
fringe pattern
pattern provides a simpler determination
determination of
specimen
the specimen
of the
silhouette of
directly on a silhouette
made directly
measurements made
R than measurements
profile. This condition
condition arises because of the difficulty in
in illuminating
illuminating
specimen uniformly
the specimen
uniformly over
over the
the region
region of
of interest
interest to
to provide
provide sharp
sharp
edges of the
the silhouette
silhouette image.
image. In
Inaddition,
addition, the
the fringe
fringe patterns
patterns provide
shape.
specimen shape.
a more vivid display of the symmetry of the specimen

method.
moire method.
projection moire
the projection
to the
model to
Optical model
Fig. A.I.
Fig.
A.1. Optical

CONCLUSIONS
6.
6. CONCLUSIONS
An accurate
accurate method for the
the determination of profile radii of curvaprojection
of necked tensile specimens has been described. The projection
ture of
of
geometry of
the geometry
studying the
moire method is a powerful technique for studying
anisotropic
study anisotropic
useful to study
would be very useful
method would
neck. The method
the neck.
materials, like Zircaloy, which neck nonsymmetrically.
moire as
the analysis of projection moire
It should be noted that the
as predetermination of
the determination
only be
sented in
sented
in this
this paper
paper can
can only
be applied
applied to the
necking radii of tensile
tensile test
test specimens.
specimens. It
It cannot be directly applied
for which other
of general surface topography, for
to the determination
determination of
" 16 are more appropriate.
analyses 11 -16
analyses'
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planes.
Isostathmic planes.
Fig.
Fig. A.2.
A.2. Isostathmic

EQUATIONS OF
GENERAL EQUATIONS
A: GENERAL
8.
8. APPENDIX A:
OF THE
THE
MOIRE
MOIRE FRINGES
moire
projection moire
drawing of the projection
schematic drawing
shows a schematic
A.I shows
Figure A.1
Figure
XOY.
frame XOY.
coordinate frame
Cartesian coordinate
of aa Cartesian
origin of
the origin
apparatus.
apparatus. O is the
reference and
the reference
of the
images of
the images
up the
make up
which make
rays which
dark rays
Light and dark
R, respectively, and interC and R,
points C
projected grids radiate from points
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MEASUREMENT OF
OF NECK
NECK DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT IN
IN TENSILE
TENSILE TESTING
MEASUREMENT
TESTING USING
USING PROJECTION
PROJECTION MOIRE
MOIRE

sect
origin O.
O.
sect in
in aa region
region around
around the
the origin
M
M (x,
(x ,y),
y),a apoint
pointon
onthe
thesurface
surfacebeing
beingstudied,
studied, isisthe
theintersection
intersection of
of
the
image with
with the
the m
m-th
line of the
the
the nn-th
-th line
line of
of the
the projected
projected grid
grid image
-th line
reference
subtendsangles
anglesOn
</>n and
andOm
reference grid
grid image.
image. The
The point
point M(x,
M(x,y)y)subtends
i//m
at
the optical
R and
and C:
C:
at the
optical nodal
nodal points
points R
np1

=

tan

(A.I)
(A.1)

OR

and
and

~oc~

(A.2)
(A.2)

tan Om = OC

where
where p,
p1and
and p2
p2are
arethe
thepitches
pitchesof
of the
the images
images of
of the
the projected
projected and
and
reference
reference grids
grids in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the origin
origin O.
O.
Also,
Also,
tan ,;bn

n

=

JI (0>

ycosa
~xsina + ycosa
-xsina
OR —- xcosa -f
OR
+ ysina

Y

(A.3)
(A.3)

where
where

P2
V, = ——PIPlP2

IDJ1

By
fringes, point
point M
M would
would lie
lie on
on the
thekk-th
By the
the equation
equation for
for moire
moire fringes,
-th
fringe of
moire fringe pattern, where
fringe
of aa subtraction
subtraction moire
where
m —-nn ,,
kk == m

k,m,n, = 0,
0, ±1,
±1, ±2,....
k,m,n,
t2,....

(A.5)
(A.5)

Substituting
from Eqs.
Eqs. (A.1)
(A.I) to
to (A.4)
(A.4) in Eq.
Eq.
Substituting the
the values
values of
of m
m and
and nn from

(A.5), we
we get
get
(A.5),

Ax2 ++By2
By2 + +Cxy
Cxy + +Dx
Dx -f+Ey
Ey ++F
F = 00 ,,
Axe

(A.6)
(A.6)

where
where

Pi
p2 cosa
p1 —- pecosa

p2 cosa
p1 —- p2cosa

0, ±1,±2,....
kk = 0,
±1, f2,....

This isis equivalent
This
equivalent to
to assuming
assuming that
that the
the two
two beams
beams that
that intersect
intersect at
at
O
made up
up of
of parallel
parallel rays.
rays. The
The moire
moire fringes
fringes can now
O are
are made
now be
be
considered as
lines between
considered
as the
the intersection
intersection lines
between aa set
set of
of parallel
parallel equally
equally
spaced planes,
spaced
planes, the
the isostathmic
isostathmic planes,
planes, and
and the
studied.
the surface
surface being
being studied.
The spacing
spacing S
<5 between
projection
The
between the
the planes
planes is
is the
the sensitivity
sensitivity of
of the
the projection
moire method.
method.
moire
In Fig.
Fig. A.2,
In
A.2, the
the normal
normal vector
vector to
to the isostathmic planes is

P1

p2 cosa
- p2cosa

i

where S
8 isis the
between the
the planes.
planes.
where
the spacing
spacing between
If the
are to
to be
be modified.
If
the grid
grid lines
lines are
are not
not parallel,
parallel, the
the equations
equations are
modified.
reference grid
If the reference
grid isis rotated
rotated by
by an angle
angle yy with
with respect
respect to the
the
projected grid
axis, then
then the
theequations
equationsdescribing
describing the
projected
grid about
about the xx axis,
the
intersecting rays
rays change
change from
from
intersecting

—xtana +
yy = -xtana

Cosa
cos a

mPi
cos aa
cos

and
and
y = ztany +
y=ztany+

np2
np2
cosyy
cos

p2 sina
p2
sin a

(A.8)
(A.8)

pi sin y

yy =
= pl cos y - p2cosa x +
- p2 cosa
p2 cosa
pi cos -—p2cosa
+

z

kp
lP2
kp1p2
sa —
p2 cosa
pecosa
- p2cosa

(A.10)
(A. 10)

The
The spacing
spacing between
between these
these planes
planes can
can be
be shown
shown to
to be
be
8 =

j

mp1

The resulting
resulting isostathmic
planes are
defined by
The
isostathmic planes
are defined
(A.7)
(A.7)

__*

(A.9)
(A.9)

to
to

Each
intersection line between
between the surface
Each moire
moire fringe
fringe isis the intersection
surface
being
being studied
studied and
and aa cylindrical
cylindrical surface,
surface, the
the axis
axis of
of which
which isis parallel
parallel to
to
the
can be
be made
made that
that
the two
two vertical
verticalgratings.
gratings. Certain
Certain approximations
approximations can
make
Eq. (A.6)
(A.6) easier
analyze. Since
Since OR
OR and
andOC
OC(---10
(~10 cm) are
make Eq.
easier to
to analyze.
much
PJ and
much larger
larger than
than p1
and p2
p2(~10~2
(--10 -2cm),
cm),higher
higherorder
orderterms
termsdrop
drop out
out
of
rewritten as
of Eq.
Eq. (A.6),
(A.6), which
which can
can then
then be
be rewritten
as

pj
p2 cosa
p1 —- p2cosa

PlP2
PiP2
(p2
+
P2
-2Pl
p2 cosa) 1 / 2
(P¡ + PZ - 2P1P2cos01/2

nP2
yy =— np2

D
p2 [kp,(OR -f+OCcosa)
OCsina] ,,
D = p2[kp1(OR
OCcosa)- -OR
OR- OCsina]
and
and

kp1p2

8 =
6=

and
and

E =
= OC[OR(p1
OC[OR(pj -—p2cosa)
p2 cosa) -—kplp2
kp,p2sin
sina]
E
a] ,,
-kp,p2 OCXOR .
F == -kpip2OCXOR

p2 sma
sin a
p2

p2 -2p
1 p2 cosa) 1 / 2 .
- 2plP2cosa)1/2
pi + p2
p2 cosa
p1 - p2cosa

yy = -x
—xtana
tan a +

A == p2(ORsin«
p2 (ORsina -—kp1
kj cos a) ,
A
B = OCp1 sin ,
(ORp2 --OCp1)cosa
OCp,)cosa ++kplp2 sin a ,
C ==(ORp2

y = —————— xx -

N-7
Nj

cos/3 =cosß

(A.4)
(A.4)

tan Om = OC-x
OC -x

p2 sin
sin aa
p2

//I

respectively.
respectively.
We
We have
have

N =
INI
_

N =
=
N

001

points on
on ir0
TTO and
and 7r1.
TTJ. N
N intersects
intersects 70
TTO and
and 7r1
TTJ at ID
I0 and
are points
and II,
Ij,

and
and

Y

pl

-PiP2
-P1P2
- pecosa
p2 cosa

lol,
8 =10J1
VjCos/3
IDI1== S=
COS ß,,

mp2
mpg

—

Planes
n_ { , TTO
, and
areare
planes
corresponding
1,0,
Planes 7r_1,
7r0,
andn{7r1
planes
correspondingtotok k==—-1,
0, and
and
1,1, respectively.
respectively. 10(0,0,0)
10(0,0,0) and
and

PlP2
P1P2

(5= (p + p2
P2--2p1p2cosacosy)
2pjp2 cosacosy)1/2
1/2

(A.ll)
(A.11)
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the
of the
function of
system, therefore,
sensitivity of
The sensitivity
of the
the system,
therefore, isis aa function
The
lines,
grid lines,
the grid
between the
projected viewing
viewinggrid
grid pitches,
pitches, the
the angle
angle yy between
projected
The
axes. The
viewing axes.
and viewing
projection and
the projection
between the
angle a between
the angle
and
and the
sensitivity increases
increases(6
(6decreases)
decreases)with
withincreasing
increasingaaand
and y.
y.
sensitivity
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